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Abstract: This paper selects a new building material-foam concrete which can be used by the outer wall
system as a self-insulation material, and designs two sets of specimens which are carried out the experimental
study under low-cycle reversed loading. The paper analyzes the failure mode of the walls, hysteretic curves,
skeleton curves, ductility and energy-dissipation capacity. Experimental phenomena and results show: by
reasonable construction measures, the new latticed energy-saving wall compared with the normal filling wall
possesses better seismic capacity and shear capacity, meanwhile the ductility and energy dissipation capacity
of the wall is good to meet the engineering requirements. On this basis, the force mechanism of the specimen
is discussed, calculation formula of shearing capacity is put forward, and the calculation results meet well
with the experimental results.
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1

Introduction

Energy is the important physical base for the development of human society. Throughout the history of the human society,
every significant progress of the civilization is followed with the improvement and replacement of energy. The exploitation
of Energy greatly promotes the development of the world economy and human society. According to the State’s statistics,
over 20 million square meters are built each year since 2000, and the number exceeds the housing construction’s sum of
the developed countries, while 97% of which are high energy-dissipation. Increasing by the rate to 2020, construction
area of high energy-consumption throughout the country will reach 70 billion square meters, which will further aggravate
the resources and energy crisis and environmental degradation[1]. The solution about the ecological and environmental
destruction and the resource and energy’s high consumption caused by high energy-consuming construction[2] has become
an urgent task of Chinese sustainable economic development. Clearly, to promote the innovation of the wall-materials and
energy-saving building is the urgent need for protecting farmland and saving energy. Therefore, a new energy-saving walllatticed wall[34] is put forward. Latticed compound wall acts a small reinforced concrete skeleton as bearing skeleton,
acts aerated concrete blocks and lightweight concrete as a filler material, and can replace the clay brick wall to achieve
the unity of architecture and structure function. The wall has a light, low-cost, strong seismic deformation capacity, etc.
At the same time, it combines with the factory’s pre-production to better ensure the construction quality and to achieve
better application. So specimens of latticed energy-saving wall are made to study the deformation behavior in-plane
of the walls and seek effective means to improve the deformation capacity of the walls. Equipment employs reaction
frame of Yangzhou University’s structure laboratory. Test program uses the low-cycle repeated load test. Specimen is
controlled with load before yield; after yield, specimen is loaded with the displacement step by step, and every level of
the displacement is loaded circularly three times .When the wall bears maximum capacity and dropped to 85% of its
maximum capacity, the wall is damaged. Specimen wall keeps vertical and the floor beam will be fixed with spiral on the
ground. The test loading device is shown in Fig. 1.

The test lays displacement meter, dial indicator and many measuring points of strain gauge in each specimen, and then
the acquisition system automatically records results. The main contents of the measurement are: (1)horizontal load of the
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Figure 1: Experimental device scheme
wall and deflection; (2) strain of longitudinal reinforced and stirrups of beams and columns; (3)seismic deformation of
the wall, etc.

2

Test results and analysis

In order to study the capacity of the new latticed energy-saving wall, the experiment is designed under the deformation
capacity of the wall with different construction forms, respectively reinforcement and no reinforcement wall which are
filled with lightweight foam concrete[56]. The specimen in this experiment is designed as the skeleton wall with a
construction column. Wall’s size is shrinkage scale model by the rate of half, the size of the walls in each group are the
same, and the experiment is divided into two groups: the P group is the foam concrete wall, numbered as P − 1; the
P J group is the foam concrete wall with reinforcement grid, numbered as P J − 1. The grade of reinforcement in the
skeleton beam and column are HRB335, and the grade of reinforcement in rib beam, column and stirrup are HP B235.
The strength of the concrete grade of both specimens is C30,the strength grade of foam concrete[12] is A3(B07) level.
While pouring the specimen, concrete block is produced and maintained in the same environment with the component.
After the expiry of maintenance, test the compressive strength of concrete according to the standard program. Elastic
stage: Test wall maintains good flexibility working ability at the beginning , when horizontal load is added to 35kN ,
Wall P − 1 begins to appear first fractures along the right 1/4 of rib grid, and when horizontal load is added to 50kN
, Wall P J − 1 appears first fractures along the left 1/4 of rib grid; with the load continuing to increase , Wall P − 1
appears the crack along the diagonal, but Wall P J − 1 does not appear new crack; Plastic stage: continuing to increase
the horizontal load, cracks of Wall P − 1 increases, while around the Wall P J − 1 and outer frame appear a lap of new
cracks; when horizontal load is added to 70kN , left and right columns of Wall P − 1 and Wall tension of P J − 1 frames
appear horizontal cracks ,fractures along the diagonal direction of the wall and the rib increase; Failure stage: With the
continuing increasing of the horizontal load, fractures’ width on both sides of Wall P − 1 and frame of P J − 1 increases,
the number of cracks on the wall increases rapidly, at the same time cracks begin to appear around the connections with
the wall plate and the outer frame ; When adding the horizontal load to 75kN , foam concrete being used in the middle of
Wall P − 1 and Wall P J − 1 begins to appear large peeling and whole falling. Last all the load are beard by the outer
frame, and rib reinforced expose outside them. Even Wall reinforcement of P − 1 are pulled off timely. Wall’s failure
modes are shown in the following Fig. 2 and 3.
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Figure 2: Failure mode of the specimen of P − 1.

Figure 3: Failure mode of the specimen of P J − 1.

(a) Hysteretic curve of P − 1

(b) Hysteretic curve of P J − 1

Figure 4: Hysteretic curve of P − 1 and P J − 1
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(a) Skeleton curve of P − 1

(b) Skeleton curve of P J − 1

Figure 5: Skeleton curve of P − 1 and P J − 1
hysteretic curves and skeleton curves of Specimen P − 1 and P J − 1 are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Both specimens occur
shearing failure. Although hysteretic curves pinch, but they show a long slipping characteristics and reflect good ductility;
declining part of skeleton curve is long and steep, they show that the specimen appears large deformation and their seismic
capacity are excellent after reaching the maximum carrying capacity. We can see from the table that the new type of lattice
energy-saving wall has a good ductility. For specimen P J − 1, owing to the effective pulling role of reinforcement grid,
its skeleton curve is fuller than P − 1, the corresponding ductility factor and viscous damping factor are better than P − 1,
which show that P J − 1 structure form is more reasonable.

Specimen
Number
P −1
PJ − 1

3
3.1

Yield
Load(kN )
45.1
50.1

Table 1: Seismic performance of the specimens
Yield
Limit
Yield
Displacement(mm) Load(kN ) Displacement(mm)
5.3
73.7
30
6
81.1
36

Ductility
Factor
5.7
6

Viscous
Damping Factor
0.12
0.14

Calculation about the specimen’s shear capacity
Basic assumption

(1) When the component reaches maximum horizontal load, the latticed framework’s deformation coordinates with the external concrete slabs. Calculation of the bearing capacity fits the superposition principle. (2) Vertical loads are transmitted
by the framework column to the basis, and the influence of concrete slab is caused by vertical stress is ignored.

3.2

Calculation formula

According to the test results and referring to study results of the latticed wall structure, two shear capacity formulas of
new latticed wall are proposed by using Material Mechanics Theory to add shear capacity of framework columns and
concrete: Shear calculation formula of latticed wall without reinforcement is shown as:
V = Vc + VB =

αc
1
γRE ( λ+1 ft bh0

+ fyv Assv (h0 − as ′ ) + αN N ) +

36
a(λ1 +0.18)

• AB fcB

Shear capacity formula of latticed wall reinforced is shown as:
V = Vc + VB =

αc
1
γRE [ λ+1 ft bh0

+ fyv Assv (h0 − as ′ ) + αN N +

1
λ−0.5 (0.4ft bh0

+ 0.1N AAw ) + fyv Assh
h0 ]
v

Based on the formulas above, the experimental value and the calculation value of the bearing capacity of the walls are
compared and the results are shown in Table 2:
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Specimen Number
P −1
PJ − 1
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Table 2: Seismic performance of the specimens
Measure Value(kN ) Calculated Value(kN ) Measured value/Calculate Value
73.7
93.6
0.79
81.1
96.9
0.84

The test is loaded repeatedly by the static. These formulas have a good veracity while the wall form and test components
are similar. According to the failure modes of the specimens, the designing construction proposals of a new wall are put
forward.

4

Conclusions

Through test and analysis on these two experiment walls which are cast-in-stir foam concrete lattice wall without reinforced and cast-in-stir foam concrete latticed wall with reinforced grid, we have the following main conclusions: (1)
According to the experimental phenomena and the analysis of the results , the author puts forward some suggestions about
the latticed foam concrete wall’s construction measures: Reinforced grid plate is welded in the wall to ensure good shear
capacity; The strength grade of foam concrete outside the walls should be not less than A4(B08) level and the strength
grade of foam concrete inside the walls should be not less than A3(B07) level; Latticed beam and column’s size are not
less than 80 × 150; The strength grade of rib beams and columns’ reinforced can be HP B235 level and the strength grade
of concrete is not less than C30. (2) The new latticed energy-saving wall appears shear failure under the low horizontal
load, its mechanical capacity and failure modes compared with an ordinary wall appear no significant difference. Outerframe columns bear moment, rib beams bear the horizontal shear, and wall bears the lateral stiffness. Walls all undergo
elastic stage ,plastic stage and failure stage. (3) New energy-saving latticed wall’s ductility factors are 5.7 and 6 (Engineering requires that ductility factor of the wall should be larger than 3) is that the walls have good ductility and can meet
the engineering requirements. (4) Capacity formula is the superposition result of framework columns and concrete’s shear
capacity. Calculation results dovetails with experimental results and can be used for practical engineering calculations.
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